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Abstract 
Cell growth is determined by substrate availability and the cell’s metabolic capacity to 
assimilate substrates into building blocks. Metabolic genes that determine growth rate may 
interact synergistically or antagonistically, and can accelerate or slow growth, depending on the 
genetic background and environmental conditions. We evolved a diverse set of Escherichia coli 
single-gene deletion mutants with a spectrum of growth rates and identified mutations that 
generally increase growth rate. Despite the metabolic differences between parent strains, 
mutations that enhanced growth largely mapped to the core transcription machinery, including the 
b and b’ subunits of RNA polymerase (RNAP) and the transcription elongation factor, NusA. The 
structural segments of RNAP that determine enhanced growth have been previously implicated 
in antibiotic resistance and in the control of transcription elongation and pausing. We further 
developed a computational framework to characterize how the transcriptional changes that occur 
upon acquisition of these mutations affect growth rate across strains. Our experimental and 
computational results provide evidence for cases in which RNAP mutations shift the competitive 
balance between active transcription and gene silencing. This study demonstrates that mutations 
in specific regions of RNAP are a convergent adaptive solution that can enhance the growth rate 
of cells from distinct metabolic states. 
 
Author summary 
The loss of a metabolic function caused by gene deletion can be compensated, in certain 
cases, by the concurrent mutation of a second gene. Whether such gene pairs share a local 
chemical or regulatory relationship or interact via a non-local mechanism has implications for the 
co-evolution of genetic changes, development of alternatives to gene therapy, and the design of 
combination antimicrobial therapies that select against resistance. Yet, we lack a comprehensive 
knowledge of adaptive responses to metabolic mutations, and our understanding of the 
mechanisms underlying genetic rescue remains limited. We present results of a laboratory 
evolution approach that has the potential to address both challenges, showing that mutations in 
specific regions of RNA polymerase enhance growth rates of distinct mutant strains of Escherichia 
coli with a spectrum of growth defects. Several of these adaptive mutations are deleterious when 
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engineered directly into the original wild-type strain under alternative cultivation conditions, and 
thus have epistatic rescue properties when paired with the corresponding primary metabolic gene 
deletions. Our combination of adaptive evolution, directed genetic engineering, and mathematical 
analysis of transcription and growth rate distinguishes between rescue interactions that are 
specific or non-specific to a particular deletion. Our study further supports a model for RNA 
polymerase as a locus of convergent adaptive evolution from different sub-optimal metabolic 
starting points. 
 
Introduction 
Single-celled organisms such as Escherichia coli provide excellent models to investigate 
the genetic basis of evolution. Forward genetic selection strategies [1, 2] combined with genome 
sequencing is a well-established approach to experimentally interrogate evolutionary 
mechanisms [3, 4]. Whereas experiments probing adaptive genetic changes of wild-type bacterial 
cells to a range of growth and stress conditions are prevalent [5-14], studies investigating adaptive 
evolutionary trajectories from different genetic starting states are less common [15-18]. We sought 
to identify genetic changes and corresponding gene expression changes that confer increased 
growth rate in five genetically distinct E. coli mutants with a spectrum of starting growth rates in 
defined glucose medium. Our study was aimed at uncovering genetic determinants of cellular 
growth rate involving both local epistatic interactions, and non-local epistatic interactions mediated 
by the metabolic network.  
Defining principles of epistatic interactions is broadly important for understanding how 
genomes evolve [3], and has implications in the development of gene therapy approaches and 
the design of antimicrobials [19]. However, our understanding of the functional connectivity among 
genes in bacterial genomes and of how environment shapes these connections remain limited. 
Computational approaches have been developed to predict genetic interactions in the metabolic 
networks of microbial cells, and several of these interactions have been confirmed experimentally 
[2, 20-24]. Mathematical methods have also been developed that are directed toward explicit 
prediction of an extreme form of positive epistasis termed synthetic rescue – in which a deleterious 
mutation becomes beneficial in the presence of subsequent mutation of a gene or set of genes 
[22, 25] – and thereby enhances cellular growth rate [22, 26]. Reverse-genetic experimental 
approaches to identify negative and positive genetic interactions affecting E. coli growth have 
been reported [27, 28] and may be useful for high-throughput identification of epistatic rescue 
interactions. However, like other exhaustive methods, these approaches present combinatorial 
challenges for probing multigenic interactions.  
Here, we present a proof of concept for a forward-genetic strategy to identify distinct 
classes of rescue interactions in E. coli cells cultivated on complex and chemically defined media, 
including demonstration of synthetic rescue interactions as predicted in [22] (S1 Fig). This 
adaptive evolution approach identified spontaneous mutations that enabled fast growth from 
multiple ‘non-optimal’ starting strains that harbored distinct metabolic mutations. Rescue isolates 
had few (only 1 or 2) genetic differences relative to the primary mutant strains, and a large majority 
of the rescue mutations mapped to essential genes that are required for transcription, including 
the  b and b’ subunits of RNA polymerase (RNAP) and the transcription elongation factor, NusA.  
To further explore this connection between transcription and growth rescue, we developed a novel 
computational framework to map measured changes in gene expression in these mutants to 
changes in cellular growth rate. Our results provide evidence for a model in which select mutations 
in RNAP and associated genes enhance growth from genetically and metabolically distinct 
starting states. However, the effects of RNAP mutations on growth rate and their interactions with 
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the primary gene deletions depend on the chemical composition of the growth medium. Indeed, 
further work will be required to determine to what extent the observed mutations are driven by the 
genetic background versus the metabolic constraints imposed by the growth medium. 
Nevertheless, we conclude that mutations in distinct structural regions of RNAP are a convergent 
evolutionary route to enhanced growth rate. 
 
Results 
Evolution of increased growth rate from a wild-type genetic starting state 
 To provide a basis for comparison with our subsequent experiments, six independent 
cultures of wild-type E. coli strain BW25113 (WT) were serially passaged in M9 medium 
supplemented with 0.4 % (w/v) glucose until the culture growth rate increased (Fig 1). Two 
independent fast-growing colonies from each culture were sequenced, revealing mutations in 
pykF (6 of 12 strains, from 4 of 6 cultures), rpoB or rpoC (4 of 12 strains, 3 of 6 cultures), along 
with a series of less common mutations (Table 1). Mutations at the pykF [29], rpoB and rpoC [5, 
6] loci are consistent with other studies of E. coli in minimal medium, and are directly associated 
with faster growth (Fig 2B). Analysis of the DNA sequencing data using the breseq package [30] 
demonstrated that mutations in pykF were a consequence of IS5 insertions, transition mutations, 
and single base deletions. rpoB and rpoC mutations were a result of both transition and 
transversion events (Table 1). 
 
Rescue of slow growth from multiple genetic starting points 
We next evolved strains harboring deletions of non-essential genes that cause defects in 
carbohydrate metabolism, amino acid metabolism, lipid and aromatic compound metabolism, 
phosphorus metabolism, or iron acquisition. Primary mutants were deleted for glucose-6-
phosphate dehydrogenase (∆zwf), polyphosphate kinase (∆ppk), diaminopimelate epimerase 
(∆dapF), isochorismate synthase 1 (∆entC), or diacylglycerol kinase (∆dgk, i.e. ∆dgkA). We 
validated the genetic backgrounds of all primary deletion strains by whole-genome sequencing. 
The choice of these strains is based on the well-documented biochemical and metabolic functions 
of the genes, and the fact that the deletion mutations result in minor to extensively slowed growth, 
relative to the WT parent strain, in minimal glucose medium (M9G). The growth rate of mutant 
strains was 5–70% slower than that of the WT strain, except ∆ppk, which grew at a statistically 
equivalent rate to the WT (S1 and S2 Tables). Studies examining adaptive evolution in multiple 
genetic backgrounds (e.g., [2]) are not prevalent in the literature, and thus a goal of this work was 
to apply these modern sequencing technologies to characterize the genetic and transcriptomic 
changes in these strains. 
We conducted multiple, independent runs of adaptive evolution selecting for increased 
growth rate using these five primary deletion strains, serially cultivating the strains in M9G for 3–
4 weeks (Fig 1). Over the cultivation period, the mean growth rate of replicate cultures increased. 
A fraction of each fast-growing culture was plated to isolate single colonies. Six independent 
measurements of logarithmic phase growth rate for these clones were conducted in M9G (Fig 
2A). This approach identified suppressor (sup) strains that had significantly faster growth rates 
than their corresponding primary mutant parents. Several sup isolates derived from slow-growing 
mutants grew as fast as, or faster than the WT strain (Fig 2A, S1 Table), indicating that they had 
acquired mutation(s) that mitigated the slow growth phenotype of the primary gene deletion. 
Rescued strains were successfully isolated from all starting genetic backgrounds. 
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Mutations in genes encoding RNAP subunits associated with faster growth in defined 
medium 
To understand the genetic basis of the observed growth phenotypes in M9G, we 
sequenced the genomes of the five primary single-gene deletion mutants and 16 fast-growing, 
adaptively evolved (AE) sup strains. The sup strains differed from their parental single-gene 
deletion strains at only one or two chromosomal loci, which mapped to both coding and non-
coding regions of the genome (Table 1). Thirteen of the sixteen sup strains contained 
polymorphisms in the genes encoding the β (rpoB) or βʹ (rpoC) subunits of RNAP. One sup strain 
contained a single nucleotide polymorphism in the gene encoding the transcription 
termination/anti-termination factor NusA. Therefore, 14 of the 16 sup strains harbored changes in 
the sequences of either core β/βʹ RNAP subunits, or the essential RNAP accessory factor NusA. 
These mutations occurred in β and βʹ in regions of RNAP implicated in the control of transcription 
pausing and elongation (see Table 2 for references). Mutations were selected at the same position 
in rpoB or rpoC in multiple independent sup strains from different primary mutant backgrounds 
(e.g. rpoC R978, rpoC R1075, and rpoB D516; see Table 1).  
In the ∆dgk and ∆ppk backgrounds, multiple strains were isolated in which the only genetic 
difference between the parent and the fast-growing strain was a single coding change in rpoB, 
rpoC, or nusA (Table 1). Increased growth rate can thus be directly attributed to a single amino 
acid difference in either the RNAP core enzyme or in NusA. Mutations at shared positions in fast-
growing strains arose from genetic backgrounds in which growth rates varied significantly. Single 
amino acid changes near the RNAP jaw domain and proximal to the catalytic active site are 
associated with fast growth in these strains (Fig 3, Table 2). The single coding change 
NusA(I49N), which rescues slow growth of ∆dgk, is located in the N-terminal domain of the protein, 
which interacts directly with the RNA exit channel region of RNAP [42]. Again, we applied the 
breseq analysis approach [30] to account for possible IS element-mediated gene inactivation in 
our sup strains.  In the case of zwf-sup1 and zwf-sup2, we uncovered evidence for IS5 insertion 
junctions in clsA and cydA, respectively. These mutations are in addition to lesions in rpoC and 
rpoB. Mutations in the remaining sup strains were a result of transition, transversion, or indel 
mutations (Table 1).   
 
Mutations in sup strains generally reduce growth rate in complex medium 
Given the consistent emergence of mutations that increased growth rate in M9G across 
multiple primary mutant backgrounds, we considered whether these same mutations would 
increase growth rate in a chemically distinct medium. Therefore, we measured growth rates of the 
WT strain, primary mutants, and the fast-growing sup strains in LB. While sup strains grew as fast 
as, or faster than WT in M9G, these strains generally grew slower than WT in LB, with the 
exception of ∆dgk-sup3, ∆entC-sup2, ∆entC-sup3, and the ∆ppk-sup mutants, which were 
statistically indistinguishable from WT in LB (Fig 4, S2 Table).  
We conclude, as have others [5], that the physiological changes resulting from sup 
mutations provide a condition-specific growth advantage in the defined glucose medium in which 
these mutations were selected. These genetic changes do not confer increased fitness in a 
medium with a fundamentally different composition.  
 
Identification of synthetic rescue interactions using a genetic “knock-in” approach 
Synthetic rescue is a form of epistasis in which a growth defect caused by one deleterious 
mutation can be mitigated by perturbation of another gene, or set of genes, which are individually 
non-beneficial on its (or their) own [22]. A simple form of synthetic rescue involves a local chemical 
or regulatory connection. For example, in Escherichia coli grown on gluconate, deletion of KDPG 
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aldolase (eda) results in accumulation of a toxic metabolic intermediate; loss of phosphogluconate 
dehydratase (edd) prevents accumulation of this intermediate and thus the deletion of edd 
rescues the growth defect caused by deletion of eda [43, 44]. Rescue epistasis can also result 
from non-local interactions mediated by the metabolic network when a suboptimal response to a 
deleterious primary mutation is brought closer to the optimum by further mutations, which act as 
rescue mutations, even though they are non-beneficial on their own [26, 45]. We illustrate the 
conditions necessary for synthetic rescue and how they relate to our experiments in S1 Fig.  
To test whether the fast growth observed for a given sup strain in our mutant set required 
absence of the primary metabolic gene, we restored the locus of each deleted metabolic gene 
with a WT copy in each sup strain. We measured growth rates of these “knock-in” strains in M9G. 
Restoration of the primary deletion site to WT yielded strains that we term “restore-sup”, which all 
grew faster than WT in M9G (Fig 2A). Furthermore, the growth rates of the restore-sup strains 
were not statistically distinct from the sup strains, though dapF and entC restore-sup trended 
toward increased growth rate over the ∆dapF-sup and ∆entC-sup strains. These results provide 
evidence that, in contrast with the case of edd/eda [44] outlined above, the growth phenotypes 
conferred by the sup alleles are not manifested through an interaction with the primary deleted 
gene. Rather, we conclude that the sup mutations that confer faster growth in M9G are 
independent of whether the primary genetic lesion is present. This fact leaves open the possibility 
that sup mutations result from adaptation to features of minimal medium as opposed to the specific 
metabolic deletion. Additional experiments to evaluate the possibility that the observed mutations 
are specific to the cultivation conditions, such as introducing previously characterized mutations 
into the metabolic mutants and measuring growth, are needed to resolve this point. 
Given the significant differences in sup strain fitness between the defined and complex 
media, we also measured growth of the restore-sup strains in LB. In the case of ∆ppk, ∆entC, and 
∆dgk strains, restoration of the primary genetic lesion to the WT allele had no effect on growth 
rate. The presence of the sup mutations in either genetic background results in a WT growth rate. 
The ∆zwf-sup2 strain provides an interesting case in which the sup2 mutations rpoB(Q31R) 
cydA::IS5 (Table 1) leads to slower growth in LB whether zwf is present or not (Fig 4A). The ∆zwf-
sup1, -sup3, and -sup4 mutants exhibited slow growth in LB, which was restored to WT growth 
upon restoration of zwf. 
Finally, we note that the ∆dapF-sup1 and -sup2 strains grown in LB are instances of 
synthetic rescue interactions (as defined, e.g., in [22] and illustrated in S1A–S1C Fig). These sup 
mutations result in significantly increased growth rates relative to ∆dapF alone (p-value < 0.0001; 
one-way ANOVA; Dunnett’s post), though growth is not restored to WT levels (Fig 4A). 
Restoration of the dapF locus in the dapF-restore-sup1 and -sup2 strains slightly decreased 
fitness relative to ∆dapF-sup1 and ∆dapF-sup2, respectively. These strains all harbor the same 
lrp(T134N) allele as well as distinct mutations in the 3’ end of rpoB (Table 1). These results show 
that the synthetic rescue is determined by an antagonistic interaction between the dapF deletion 
and the lrp/rpoB mutations that confer increased fitness in LB. Likewise, the ∆zwf-sup1 (p-value 
< 0.01) strain grown in LB exhibits synthetic rescue epistasis, illustrating the antagonistic 
relationship between the zwf deletion and the rpoC mutation, clsA mutation, or both. 
Additional synthetic rescue pairs are identified for certain ∆dapF-, ∆dgk-, ∆entC-sup strains 
when we consider the adaptively evolved (AE) strains harboring the sup mutation(s) as an 
evolutionary starting point (Table 3). From this state, the conditions of synthetic rescue can also 
be met (S1F Fig). Specifically, restoring the primary deletion (∆) is neutral and reverting the AE 
sup mutations to their WT alleles is deleterious (S1E and S1F Fig). If the sup mutations are 
reverted to their WT alleles, then restoring the primary deletion becomes beneficial.  
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Transcriptomic analysis identifies expression changes associated with growth rescue 
Mutations in RNAP are by far the most common rescue solutions for the primary deletion 
strains assayed in this study. We also identified mutations in the transcriptional regulatory gene 
lrp in each of the fast-growing ∆dapF-sup strains. Given the clear connection of nearly all sup 
mutations to transcription, we hypothesized that these mutations may enable growth rescue by 
modulating transcription of a particular gene or set of genes. Therefore, we measured steady-
state transcript levels in the wild type strain, in each of the five primary deletion mutant strains, 
and in a set of sup strains cultivated in M9G (gray background in Table 1), using RNA sequencing 
to define transcriptional features that are associated with fast or rescued growth.  
These measurements revealed many transcriptional differences between WT E. coli and 
the five primary deletion strains: ∆zwf, ∆ppk, ∆dapF, ∆entC, and ∆dgk. Expression of 7 to 381 
genes differed significantly between the WT strain and primary deletions (fold change > 1.5; false 
discovery rate adjusted p-value < 0.01); significant expression differences between the WT strain 
and primary deletions ranged from 1.7- to over 400-fold. An ontology analysis [46] of genes with 
dysregulated expression upon deletion of these five metabolic enzymes provides results that are 
congruent with the known functions of the deleted genes: DapF catalyzes the penultimate step in 
lysine biosynthesis [47], and the dysregulated gene set in the ∆dapF strain is strongly enriched 
(p-value < 10-4) in gene ontology terms associated with amino acid biosynthesis; EntC is an 
isochorismate synthase involved in enterobactin synthesis [48], and deletion of entC results in 
dysegulation of genes participating in enterobactin siderophore biosynthesis and transport (p-
value < 0.05). However, we also observed large changes in transcription that are not directly 
related to the enzymatic functions of Zwf, Ppk, DapF, EntC, and Dgk. For example, deletion of 
either dgk or entC results in consistent upregulation of flh and flg genes, which are responsible 
for flagellar motility. This upregulation is the most significant gene expression ontology pattern in 
both of these datasets (p-value < 10-13), and has been noted in other rpo mutants [5], but does 
not occur across all sup strains harboring rpoB and rpoC mutations. 
We envisioned two possibilities by which each gene's expression may change in sup 
strains relative to the primary mutant: 1) restorative adaptive evolution, in which the secondary 
mutations largely restore a gene's expression to WT levels, or 2) compensatory adaptive 
evolution, in which the secondary mutations move gene expression into a state that is distinct 
from the WT strain (Fig 5A). To assess these two possibilities for each adaptively evolved strain, 
we identified genes that are commonly regulated across the sup strains associated with each 
primary deletion. Such commonly regulated genes may underlie the increased growth rates in 
M9G that we observe in our sup strains.  
Our transcriptome analysis approach to distinguish restorative from compensatory 
adaptive evolution, illustrated in Fig 5A, builds on the differential expression analysis previously 
discussed. We evaluated expression changes of each gene with respect to: (i) the fold change 
and (independently) the statistical significance of its expression as functions of the primary gene 
deletion; (ii) the fold change and (independently) the statistical significance of its expression as 
functions of the adaptively evolved sup mutations; and (iii) the relative sign and magnitude of 
these changes. Restricting our analysis to genes that exhibited a statistically significant change 
as a function of the primary deletion or the rescue mutations, we evaluated whether adaptive 
evolution restored or compensated for each gene's transcription. The magnitude and relative sign 
of a gene’s expression change between the deletion strain and its derived sup strain distinguished 
a restorative change from a compensatory change. Genes exhibiting completely restorative or 
completely compensatory responses scored 1 or -1, respectively, on a Gene Change Score 
(GCS) scale in which genes with insignificant changes were scored as 0. The set of identified 
genes may change as the thresholds for statistical significance or fold change are varied. To 
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mitigate this possible threshold dependence, we averaged the scores calculated over a grid of 
the thresholds (see Materials and Methods). For a comparison with the standard differential 
expression, we used Venn diagrams to display the gene sets in which the acquisition of sup 
mutation(s) restores transcription to a level that is statistically indistinguishable from the WT strain. 
Figure 6 summarizes the full spectrum of transcriptional changes for each sup strain. The 
GCS of each gene is shown in a histogram (Fig 6A), revealing a bias toward restorative changes 
over compensatory changes across the different primary deletions. The GCS analysis identifies 
genes with similar transcriptional profiles (GCS > 0.4 or GCS < −0.2) in all suppressors of each 
primary deletion background, thus refining the gene sets shown in the Venn diagram (Fig 6B).  
The GCS histograms in Fig 6A reflect how similar the sup strains are with respect to gene 
expression. We compared transcriptomes of ∆dapF-, ∆dgk-, ∆entC-, and ∆ppk-sup strains 
isolated from independent adaptive evolution experiments; transcriptomes of ∆zwf-sup strains 
were measured for two independent colonies from the same adaptive evolution run (Table 1). As 
expected, RNA-sequencing samples from ∆zwf sup1-1 and ∆zwf sup1-2 were the most similar, 
as these strains are isogenic. The ∆entC-sup strains also had similar transcriptional profiles: all 
these strains carry one of two mutations, G(–58)A or G(–55)A, in the 5’ leader of menF (a 
paralogous isochorismate synthase gene in E. coli) at a predicted translation attenuation site [49] 
(Table 1). These mutations result in de-repressed menF expression and decreased pyrL leader 
peptide, which regulates pyrimidine biosynthesis. In other cases, at least one sup strain had 
distinct transcriptional properties from the other sup strains derived from the same deletion parent.  
Nevertheless, we observed further shared transcriptional trends across individual sup 
strains, as shown in Fig 6B. In the cases of ∆ppk and ∆zwf, where few genes have altered 
transcription between the WT strain and the primary deletion, approximately one-half to one-third 
of the genes with altered expression in the primary mutant background were statistically restored 
to the WT levels in the sup strains. The remaining three cases show a smaller fraction (15–20%) 
of genes restored to the WT levels. Genes with restored expression in ∆dgk-sup strains include 
the liv branched-chain amino acid transport system [50] and the molybdate and maltose 
transporter genes. In ∆entC, the carAB glutamine catabolism genes, codB cytosine transport 
gene, and nadA NAD+ biosynthetic gene are restored to WT levels by the sup2 and sup3 
mutations. The ∆entC-sup1 is one of two cases of growth rescue without a mutation in a 
component of RNAP. Finally, expression of the small RNA spf [51] is altered in both ∆ppk and 
∆zwf, and its expression profile is reset to that of the WT strain by the sup mutations. The effects 
of small regulatory RNAs are considered in the Discussion section. 
Rescue (sup) mutations also result in significant changes in the transcription of dozens of 
genes that show no response to the primary deletion before adaptive evolution (Fig 6B). RNAP 
mutations are generally known to have pleiotropic transcriptional effects [52]. The RNAP 
mutations we observe in the sup strains regulate genes to both adapt to M9G and bypass the 
detrimental effect of the primary lesion. Of the assayed primary deletion strains, the growth rate 
of ∆ppk and ∆zwf were nearest to that of the WT strain (Figs 2 and 4). All ∆ppk- and ∆zwf-sup 
strains share a set of genes exhibiting compensatory adaptive evolution. These shared, sup-
specific expression changes include downregulation of the gad genes encoding the glutamate-
dependent acid resistance system [53], and the hdeAB system that mitigates periplasmic acid 
stress [54, 55]. Both of these systems are under the control of the global regulator and nucleoid-
associated protein H-NS [56, 57] and the stationary phase sigma factor, sS (RpoS) [58]. We 
observe similar downregulation of gad and hde genes across the ∆dapF-sup strains relative to 
the WT strain (S2 Fig). These data provide evidence for a common underlying mechanism of 
growth rescue in these sup strains. To further explore the connection between H-NS/sS 
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dependent gene regulation and the transcriptional effects of rpoB/rpoC sup mutations, we 
performed hierarchical clustering on our RNA-sequencing data combined with publically-available 
transcriptomic data from rpoS and hns mutants (see S3 Table for data accession numbers). 
Clustering was conducted using a set of defined σS and H-NS regulated genes from RegulonDB 
[49] (S2 Fig). The transcriptional profiles of rpoB/rpoC mutants cluster with those of rpoS deletion 
strains to a greater extent than by chance (p-value < 0.02, hypergeometric test). Expression of 
genes in the cluster containing gad and hde in the hns mutants is anti-correlated with measured 
expression in rpoS mutants and our rpoB/rpoC sup mutants (as highlighted in magenta in S2 Fig). 
This is consistent with an antagonistic regulatory relationship between sS and H-NS at the gad 
and hde loci.  Our results provide evidence that rpoB/rpoC sup mutations that confer fast growth 
in M9G alter transcription in a manner similar to that of an rpoS deletion mutant. 
 
Modeling of the ability of sup mutations to rescue diverse metabolic mutations 
 Given the transcriptomic similarities among sup strains derived from ∆ppk, ∆zwf, and 
∆dapF, we hypothesized that certain adaptive mutations have more general rescue properties. 
We developed a computational model to test this hypothesis in silico. Our computational analysis 
entailed 1) quantifying the transcriptional responses to sup mutations and 2) mapping gene 
expression to growth rate.  
To address the first goal, we assumed that the gene expression response to sup mutations 
will be the same across genetic backgrounds. The response to sup mutations was assessed by 
taking the measured difference in gene expression between a sup strain and its parent deletion 
strain. This allowed us to estimate the gene expression that would result if sup mutations from 
one deletion strain were applied to a different deletion strain, whose growth rate can then be 
estimated by mapping gene expression to growth rate, which is our second goal. Toward the 
second goal, we acquired expression data paired with growth rates curated in [59], and 
supplemented it with our own RNA sequencing and growth rate data.  These datasets were then 
used to train a k-nearest neighbors (KNN) model [60, 61] designed to convert a gene expression 
profile—defined by the expression levels of each gene in the genome—into a specific growth rate. 
Such a mapping assumes that growth rate is uniquely determined by gene expression. Briefly, as 
illustrated in Fig 7A, our KNN model finds the most similar gene expression profiles and computes 
a Euclidean distance-weighted average of the accompanying growth rate. For more details, see 
Materials and Methods.  
We cross-validated the KNN model in two ways. In the first, and less stringent, test we 
validate as follows: we first simulated noisy data using the observed relationship between the 
mean and variance of RNA-sequencing counts (for details, see Computational modeling in the 
Methods). Then, we divided our dataset comprising our triplicate RNA-sequencing and growth 
rate measurements and the gene expression and growth rate data curated in [59] into five 
groups—called folds—stratified by growth rate (i. e., each fold was constrained to have the same 
distribution of growth rates as the entire dataset). The KNN analysis was trained on each set of 
four folds with combined with the simulated data, and the growth rate in the remaining fold was 
predicted using the folds’ corresponding gene expression as input into the KNN model. Figure 7B 
shows that the KNN model predicted the growth rate accurately (R2 = 0.84, p-value < 10−38), 
including the increase in growth rate resulting from adaptive evolution. This otherwise expected 
high accuracy is evidence of the correct implementation of the algorithm and the consistency of 
our RNA-sequencing data.  
A second and more stringent test of the KNN analysis is to use only published data for 
training, and then predict the entirety of our measured growth rates using our gene expression 
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data as input. The results, presented in Fig 7C, exhibit considerably more spread than Fig 7B (R2 
= 0.11, p-value < 0.015), yet still predict 35 of 57 experiments within 25% of the measured growth 
rate (grey shading). This number increases to 45 of 57 when we predict growth rate of the three 
replicates of each strain while augmenting the published training data with all our growth rate and 
transcriptomic measurements except for those which correspond to the replicates of the strain 
being predicted. The latter case is representative of the accuracy expected in our application 
below of the KNN analysis, while the accuracy in Fig 7C can be interpreted as a typical lower 
bound for out-of-sample prediction. 
Having validated the KNN model, we applied it to predict whether gene expression 
responses to sup mutations measured in one primary deletion background would increase growth 
if applied to the other primary deletion backgrounds. Our training data consisted of the data 
curated in [59] plus all of our gene expression and growth rate data. For all cases in which we had 
RNA sequencing data, we added the transcriptional responses back to the parent deletion gene 
expression profiles; the resulting KNN model output is congruent with the experimental growth 
rate data presented in Fig 2 and S1 Table. The predicted responses of primary deletion strains to 
the full spectrum of rescue sup mutations is shown in Fig 8. The sup mutations that rescue growth 
of ∆dapF have limited capacity to increase growth rate of other primary mutants, while the ∆entC-
sup3 mutations (rpoC R1075C and menF G(–58)A) increased the growth rate of all primary 
deletion strains. Transcriptional changes resulting from sup mutations in ∆dapF, ∆ppk, and ∆zwf 
have similar properties in our KNN model, as sup mutations derived from ∆ppk and ∆zwf 
suppressors rescue the ∆dapF strain. The same rpoC mutation (R1075C) was identified in ∆dgk-
sup1 and ∆entC-sup3, which indicates that these sup mutations would rescue each other in a 
reciprocal manner in our KNN model. In fact, all ∆entC-derived sup mutations are predicted to 
rescue the ∆dgk parent and vice versa. 
 
Discussion 
This study assessed multiple E. coli evolutionary trajectories and measured corresponding 
gene expression changes in strains evolved from wild-type and five distinct metabolic mutants 
with a spectrum of initial growth rates in minimal glucose medium. We demonstrated that 
mutations in particular regions of RNAP were causal in enhancing growth rate across multiple 
mutant backgrounds, defining regions of RNAP structure (Fig 3) involved in convergent adaptive 
evolution [14, 62] of growth rate in minimal glucose medium. The results presented herein build 
upon previous studies of wild-type E. coli that have cataloged RNAP mutations (among many 
other mutations) in fast-growing, evolved strains [5, 6, 14, 63, 64]. However, only the mutation 
rpoB(H526Y) is shared between our evolved deletion strains and these published studies. Despite 
these studies sharing only one mutation with our evolved deletion strains, we cannot draw firm 
conclusions about reproducibility of the evolutionary trajectories or whether the set of mutations 
we observe and those observed in previous studies would be truly distinct if saturation of adaptive 
evolution could be achieved in all cases.  
That stated, we can still learn from the similarities our evolved WT has to previous evolved 
WT strains and the differences between our evolved deletion mutants and our evolved WT strains. 
Our evolved WT strains show frequent insertion elements and frameshift mutations disrupting 
pykF, seen previously in the evolution of WT E. coli B [29], in contrast with other studies of WT E. 
coli MG1655 cultivated in minimal medium [5, 6], which show prevalent rpoB point mutations. Our 
evolved deletion strains and evolved WT differ in the extent of pykF mutation and in the location 
of the rpoB and rpoC mutations. While these similarities and differences should be interpreted 
with caution because most of the corresponding evolution screens are not saturating, they 
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motivate further investigation into how strongly the genetic background influences the mutations 
acquired during adaptation. 
In addition, both the number of deletion mutants considered and the identity of observed 
mutations distinguish our study from others that study the adaptive evolution of slow growth 
deletion mutants. For example, we both evolved multiple E. coli deletion mutants and sequenced 
the resulting sup strains (three or more per mutant), allowing us to identify whether mutations 
were unique to genetic backgrounds or recur independently of them. In the limited corpus of 
previous work that evolved single deletion mutants with subsequent sequencing in E. coli, all 
studies focused on evolutionary trajectories arising from one deletion strain starting point per 
study, limiting the ability to observe similarities and differences in adaptive mutations [17, 18, 65]. 
Among these studies, only the adaptive evolution of ∆pgi yields lesions in rpoA, rpoB, and rpoC 
subunits that rescue growth [17]. However, the most common rescue mutations reported in [17] 
were in the stationary phase sigma factor, rpoS, and the NADH/NADPH transhydrogenases udhA 
and pntAB, which were not identified in our experiments. Adaptive evolution studies of an rpoS 
deletion mutant identified a single IS10 insertion at the otsB locus in multiple independent 
experiments [65], which our experiments did not identify. We note that Blank and colleagues 
documented evolution in multiple E. coli mutant strains that were initially unable to grow in minimal 
glucose medium [18], but did not uncover rpoB/rpoC or nusA mutations as specific compensatory 
rescue solutions or as general lab adaptation mutations. 
 
Structural and functional classification of rescue mutations 
The structural and functional impact of the RNAP mutations documented in our study have 
not been directly tested, but four of our strains harbor mutations in the βʹ jaw βʹi6 insertion region 
that may have similar phenotypic impacts to the rpoC(∆V1204-R1206) mutation present in [5]. 
Overall, the set of mutations we identified in RNAP map to regions of core enzyme structure near 
the active site, secondary channel, and exit channel. Notably, the rpoB(D516G) substitution site 
observed in ∆zwf-sup3 and -sup4 matches a site that confers resistance to rifamycin in clinical 
isolates [66]. This residue interacts with DNA at the −4 and −5 positions relative to the transcription 
+1 site and may play a role in promoter escape [67]. The D959F substitution in ∆dapF-sup1 is in 
the E. coli lineage-specific region bi9 [31]. Further study of the growth effects of this mutation may 
provide insight into the function of this largely uncharacterized region of RNAP in E. coli. We note 
that the ∆dapF-sup1 and ∆dapF-sup2 mutations co-occur with identical mutant alleles of lrp, which 
has been previously identified as a mutation site in experimentally evolved strains [68]. 
In addition to mutations in rpoB, rpoC, and nusA, we identified mutations in other sites, 
particularly in the ∆entC and ∆dapF strains, which exhibited the slowest growth rates. All three 
∆entC-sup strains have mutations in the menF promoter. This shared mutation class in 
independently evolved ∆entC-sup strains suggest that modulating metabolite flow through 
isochorismate synthase by changing menF expression is important to restore growth in cells 
lacking entC. Mutations within or upstream of the pykF gene, which encodes pyruvate kinase I, 
are associated with increased growth rate across a variety of E. coli genetic backgrounds [6, 29, 
69, 70], and were identified in our wild-type adaptive evolution experiments (Table 1). However, 
pykF mutations are rare in our adaptively-evolved mutant strains, in which rpoB/rpoC are by far 
the most common rescue mutations. We only observe one pykF mutation in this set: pykF(T278P) 
in ∆entC-sup1 in addition to a mutation in the menF promoter. These two genetic changes are 
clearly sufficient to enhance growth in the absence of changes in rpoB or rpoC. However, ∆entC-
sup2 and ∆entC-sup3 harbor mutations in rpoB and rpoC, respectively, and grow significantly 
faster than ∆entC-sup1 (p-value < 0.001) in M9G (Fig 2A).
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We identified two distinct mutations in the lrp transcription factor in the three ∆dapF-sup 
strains. Our KNN analysis suggests that the transcriptional responses we measured in these 
strains are tailored to the ∆dapF background (Fig 8). In addition to genetic changes in lrp, we 
again observed mutations in rpoB in ∆dapF-sup1 and ∆dapF-sup2. ∆dapF-sup3 does not have 
an RNAP-associated mutation. Rather, we identified a mutation 40bp upstream of pyrE in the 
promoter region between pyrE and rph in this strain. This intergenic mutation may disrupt the 
putative rph terminator [49], potentially increasing readthrough of the rph-pyrE transcript and 
enhancing pyrimidine synthesis. The presence of lrp mutations in all three ∆dapF-sup speaks to 
the importance of these mutations in growth rescue of this strain. 
 
Features of gene expression 
Gene expression analysis of the primary mutants and the derived sup strains provides 
some insight into the mechanism by which the chromosomal mutations enhance growth rate. 
However, there are notable changes in transcription across strains that remain challenging to link 
to growth rate. For example, transcriptional modulation of small regulatory RNAs is prominent in 
several RNA-sequencing datasets in our study (Fig 6B). The small RNA spot 42 (spf) has reduced 
expression in the ∆ppk strain and is restored to WT levels in sup strains. In addition, chiX is 
specifically upregulated in the ∆dgk-sup strains, isrC is upregulated in ∆dapF and partially 
restored in sup strains, and arrS and cyaR are both specifically dysregulated in the ∆ppk- and 
∆zwf-sup strains. We further observed a pronounced upregulation of the flg and flh flagellar genes 
in the ∆entC- and ∆dgk-sup strains. This response may be related to a reported inverse 
relationship between growth potential of the environment and motility [71].  
We note a common downregulation of gad and hde genes across the ∆dapF-, ∆entC-, 
∆ppk-, and ∆zwf-sup strains (S2 Fig, magenta text). Both gad [56, 72] and hde [57, 73] are well-
described targets of the nucleoid-like protein H-NS, which functions as a global regulator of gene 
expression and a determinant of chromosomal structure [74]. These genes are typically silenced 
by H-NS during logarithmic growth, and a number of identified RNAP rescue mutations shift gad 
and hde toward a less expressed state. Regulation of gad and hde may involve the stationary 
phase sigma factor (sS), which is known to function in concert with H-NS at these (and other) 
promoters [75, 76]. A possible role for H-NS and/or sS in sup strains carrying RNAP mutations is 
also congruent with the observed restoration of flg, flh, and fli flagellar gene expression across 
multiple primary deletion backgrounds (∆dgk, ∆entC, and ∆ppk) (see Fig 6B). H-NS-dependent 
activation of flagellar gene expression in E. coli is established [77-80]. Moreover, deletion of rpoS 
is known to enhance motility [81, 82] via activation of flagellar gene expression when cells are 
grown in M9G [83]. Again, these gene expression data support a model in which rpoB/rpoC fast-
growing sup mutants have transcriptional features of an rpoS mutant, as outlined in the Results 
section (S2 Fig). These data provide evidence, albeit correlative, that transcriptional changes 
mediated by RNAP rescue mutations may involve a shifted competitive balance between nucleoid 
associated proteins like H-NS and RNAP loaded with the primary sigma factor s70 or stationary 
factor, sS. Competition between these factors at gad loci has been previously discussed [72]. 
 
Mapping gene expression to growth rate 
The KNN model parses how the same global transcriptional responses to sup mutations 
vary in their ability to rescue growth, depending on whether or not they are implemented in the 
genetic background in which they were selected. Figure 8A may be read as a matrix, in which 
each subplot is a row indicating the genetic background and each alternating shading forms a 
column encapsulating the set of sup mutations derived in that background. Some sup mutations 
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are predicted to increase growth in multiple deletion backgrounds. For example, the ∆dgk-sup 
mutations (column 2) rescue the ∆entC deletion strain (row 3) and ∆entC-sup mutations (column 
3) reciprocate, rescuing the ∆dgk strain (row 2).. However, other mutations may have divergent 
growth impacts, despite exhibiting similarities in transcriptional responses. As an example, 
consider the states formed by the combinations of the ∆dapF, ∆ppk, and ∆zwf backgrounds and 
their derived sup mutations (rows and columns 1, 4, and 5), we note an interesting predicted 
hierarchy of rescues in which: 1) the ∆zwf-sup mutations increase growth rate of ∆dapF, ∆ppk, 
and ∆zwf; 2) the ∆ppk-sup mutations increase growth rate of ∆dapF and ∆ppk; and 3) the ∆dapF-
sup mutations increase the growth rate of only ∆dapF. The origin of this non-reciprocity in genetic 
interactions is not yet understood and is worthy of further study. 
 
Toward systematic discovery of synthetic rescue interactions 
Table 3 lists the seven examples of synthetic rescue mutation combinations satisfying the 
conditions laid out in S1C and S1F Figs. Cultivation of ∆zwf-sup1, ∆dapF-sup1, and ∆dapF-sup2 
strains in LB subsequent to selection in M9G revealed synthetic rescue interactions (Fig 4A and 
S2 Table) – a proof-of-concept that our protocol can identify synthetic rescue epistasis. It is likely 
that suboptimal growth of the WT strain in M9G confounded discovery of additional forward 
synthetic rescue interactions using this approach. While it has been previously noted that 
mutations acquired during evolution in defined medium are typically maladaptive in complex 
medium [5], not all mutations we acquired in defined medium were deleterious in complex medium 
(Figs 2 and 4). Using classes of relationships between adaptive mutation and growth differences 
in defined and complex medium, an a posteriori interpretation of our experiments identifies 
additional synthetic rescue interactions but with the ∆dapF-sup2, ∆dgk-sup1, ∆dgk-sup2 and 
∆entC-sup3 strains as starting points and the removal of sup mutations and restoration of 
deletions as the synthetic rescue interaction pair (S1E Fig). In future research, one may consider 
directly implementing these ordered pairs experimentally in pursuit of uncovering the mechanisms 
driving rescue and, in particular, determine whether non-genetic factors contribute to the effect. 
It is instructive to contextualize our synthetic rescue findings in the broader literature. While 
our approach to find synthetic rescues is the first attempt in E. coli, others have implemented a 
similar approach in the eukaryote, Saccharomyces cerevisiae [84]. This study includes the key 
experimental components of our method: adaptive evolution of single gene knockouts including 
growth rate measurements, gene sequencing of suppressor strains, and transcriptomics 
(although microarray instead of RNA-sequencing). Screens for synthetic lethal interactions have 
been carried out in E. coli [27, 28], but no comprehensive study of synthetic rescue interactions 
has been reported for this or other bacteria. Synthetic rescues are harder to detect than synthetic 
lethal interactions because they require more than a (binary) classification into growth and no-
growth states. Nevertheless, large-scale studies in Saccharomyces cerevisiae have 
systematically explored pairwise suppressive epistasis [25, 85, 86]. Our approach to find synthetic 
rescue interactions differs from that body of work in several respects. First, mutations in protein 
or mRNA degradation machinery were commonly observed to suppress primary growth defects 
in yeast, whereas in E. coli we most frequently observed mutations in the core transcription 
machinery. Both mechanisms have the potential to globally remodel the metabolic capacity of a 
cell with limited overall genetic changes. Second, while high throughput studies have the 
advantage of being comprehensive, they require sifting through non-functional “rider” mutations 
[86], making true rescue mutations difficult to identify and leaving interactions undiscovered (as 
evidenced by a comparison with a targeted study [87]). When contrasted with large-scale studies 
in yeast, our small-scale forward genetic study in E. coli offers higher sensitivity, enhanced 
targeting of specific genes, and broader applicability. Finally, our analysis goes beyond pairwise 
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interactions, and takes advantage of adaptive laboratory evolution to uncover synthetic rescue 
genetic combinations in which the rescue partners are not necessarily gene deletions.  
Synthetic rescues are more than a mere counterintuitive form of genetic interaction: they 
highlight genetic systems when targeted in combination can select against antibiotic resistance. 
Using each set of gene mutations in a synthetic rescue pair as a target for an antibiotic drug, the 
resulting pair of antibiotics will exhibit a suppressive interaction [19]. That is, a combination of the 
two drugs can be weaker than one of the two drugs alone. Thus, as shown in [88], the drug 
combination can select against cells that have developed resistance to the suppressor drug in the 
pair. Given the central role of RNAP in the synthetic rescue interactions identified in our study, 
and that the fact that drugs targeting RNAP are already approved for clinical use, it is reasonable 
to consider the development of antibiotic drug pairs with one targeting RNAP. Such a network-
minded strategy opens the door for the re-purposing of extant pharmaceuticals to combat 
antibiotic resistant bacterial pathogens.  
 
Materials and Methods 
Experimental procedures 
Genetic manipulation, strain cultivation, and growth rate determination. Strains used in this 
study are included in S1 Table. For routine growth, mutants were grown on either Luria-Bertani 
Broth (LB) or LB agar plates supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics at the following 
concentrations when required; kanamycin 50 μg/mL or ampicillin 100 μg/mL. All E. coli mutants 
were obtained from the E. coli Keio mutant collection [89]. The WT allele of each primary mutation 
was restored to the fast-growing suppressor background using a double-crossover recombination 
strategy that employed the plasmid pKOV (Addgene plasmid # 25769) [90]. Primary integrants 
were counter-selected in the presence of 10% sucrose weight/vol (w/v) on LB agar containing no 
sodium chloride. The genetic identity of all mutants was verified by PCR and sequencing.  
 To measure growth rates, overnight cultures were first started from freshly grown colonies 
in 2mL M9 with 0.4% (w/v) of glucose (M9G) or 2mL LB and shaken at 37˚C overnight. The next 
day, triplicate cultures were diluted to initial optical density at 600nm (OD600) of 0.01 in 2mL of 
growth medium in a 13x100 mm borosilicate tube, and they were allowed to grow at 37°C inclined 
at a 45° angle at 200 rpm in an Infors Shaker. The OD600 was measured every 20 minutes for LB 
and every 40 minutes for M9G for six independent cultures. These data included the log-linear 
region of the growth curve, which were fit to the exponential growth equation OD600(t)= ekt, where 
k is growth rate (1/h) and t is time (h). The mean and standard deviation were calculated from the 
rate values calculated from each of the six cultures (Figs 2 and 4; S1 and S2 Tables). A flow chart 
of our rescue selection approach is outlined in Fig 1. 
 
Selection for spontaneous fast-growing sup mutants. Adaptive laboratory evolution 
experiments to identify spontaneous mutations that rescued slow growth of ppk::kanR (∆ppk), 
zwf::kanR (∆zwf), entC::kanR (∆entC), dgk::kanR (∆dgk), and dapF::kanR (∆dapF) strains were 
carried out in M9G. Three independent 5mL cultures in 20x150 mm borosilicate tubes were 
serially passaged for either 21 days (>230 doublings for ∆entC and >450 for ∆dgk) or 28 days 
(>330 doublings for ∆ppk, >260 for ∆zwf, and >210 for ∆dapF), shaking at 37°C inclined at a 45° 
angle at 200 rpm in an Infors Shaker, to select for spontaneous mutants that have increased rate 
of growth (S1 Table). Cultures were serially passaged two times daily to maintain growth in 
prolonged exponential phase. Before passaging, the OD600 was measured and used to determine 
the volume of culture needed for passaging. By the end of passaging, cultures were clearly 
growing at a faster rate than when we started the experiment. On the final day, these fast-growing 
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cultures were streaked onto LB agar to isolate single clones. Three single colonies from each 
selection were picked, saved and used for growth rate measurements to confirm that individual 
isolates grew faster than the primary single deletion strain from which they were derived.  A similar 
strategy was employed to identify select for spontaneous mutants in the wild-type strain with faster 
growth in M9G than the parental strain.  In this case, six independent selections were set up in 
parallel.  Each selection was passaged by a 1:100 dilution every 12 hours for 12 days at which 
point the bulk culture exhibited faster growth than the parent.  After 24 passages, each culture 
was streaked onto LB agar to isolate single clones.  Two colonies were chosen from each 
selection.  Growth rates were measured as above for each clone in M9G and in LB in four 
independent cultures over 2 days.  
 
Mapping adaptive mutations by whole-genome sequencing. We isolated genomic DNA from 
E. coli primary deletion and sup strains, and from WT and the derived fast mutant strains using a 
standard guanidinium thiocyanate extraction and isopropanol/ethanol precipitation. The DNA was 
randomly sheared and libraries were prepared for whole-genome shotgun sequencing using an 
Illumina HighSeq 2500 (50-bp single end reads). The whole-genome sequence data from each 
strain was assembled to the E. coli BW25113 WT genome template [91], and polymorphisms 
were identified using Geneious v 7.1.4 [92].  Additionally, we reanalyzed our genome sequencing 
data using the breseq analysis pipeline to account for possible IS element insertions [30].  Breseq 
confirmed the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and small insertion/deletions identified by 
Geneious, and revealed some cases of insertion of mobile insertion sequences (IS elements).  
Each sequenced genome library yielded an average of 8.4 million reads, resulting in average 
depth of coverage greater than 125x. Individual sequencing reads for each primary mutant strain 
and corresponding sup strains have been deposited in the NCBI Sequence Read Archive under 
the submission number SUB1785225 (BioProject PRJNA339661). 
 
Measuring steady-state transcript levels by RNA sequencing. We isolated RNA for 
sequencing from each primary mutant strain and multiple independent sup strains (∆dapF-sup1, 
-sup3; ∆dgk-sup1, -sup2, -sup3; ∆entC-sup1, -sup2, -sup3; ∆ppk-sup1, -sup2, -sup3; two isogenic 
colonies of ∆zwf-sup1) in triplicate across three separate days. Overnight cultures of each strain 
were cultivated in M9G at 37°C. They were then diluted to OD600 = 0.01 in M9G and grown at 
37°C until OD600 = 0.40, when RNA was extracted. For extraction, cells were spun for 30 seconds 
and the pellets were quickly resuspended in 1mL Trizol (Invitrogen, Life Technologies).  We 
extracted the RNA using the manufacturer’s protocol. The extracted RNA was next treated with 
Turbo DNase (Ambion, Life Technologies) and further purified using an RNA purification kit 
(Qiagen). Absence of DNA contamination was confirmed by PCR, where the lack of PCR product 
(about 100 bp in length) relative to a DNA-containing positive control was interpreted as evidence 
of DNA removal. The library preparations for RNA sequencing followed the ScriptSeq complete 
protocol (Illumina). Sequencing (50 bp single-end read) was performed on an Illumina HiSeq 
2500. Transcript levels were mapped to the E. coli BW25113 genome in CLC Genomics 
Workbench 10 (mismatch cost=2; insertion cost=3, deletion cost=3, length fraction=0.8, similarity 
fraction=0.8). We note that data from samples collected on day one show particular systematic 
differences from samples collected on days two and three. To correct for the observed sample 
batch effects (associated with the day of RNA collection) when quantifying RNA-sequencing reads 
per gene across strains, we applied a generalized linear model in which dispersion was estimated 
using the Cox-Reid approach [93]. Sequencing reads for all primary deletions and corresponding 
sup strains have been deposited in the NCBI GEO database (accession number GSE85914). 
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Data analysis of transcriptional changes  
To categorize genetic responses as restorative or compensatory adaptive evolution (R-AE 
and C-AE, respectively), we first used Venn diagrams to represent the R-AE responses. The 
transcription was studied through comparing changes (statistically significant with a fold change 
> 1.5) between the primary deletion and the WT strain, the primary deletion and an associated 
sup strain, and the WT strain and the same sup strain. In this set of comparisons, genes that 
possess statistically significant changes from the primary deletion (expression in the WT strain 
vs. the primary deletion strain) and from the adaptive evolution (expression in the primary deletion 
strain vs. the sup strain) only exhibit R-AE, while genes that possess statistically significant 
changes in all three cases, or the pairs of cases including the comparison of the expression in the 
WT vs. the sup strain as a member, exhibit C-AE (Fig 5B). For each primary deletion strain and 
its associated sup strains, we also compared the transcriptional state of the primary deletion and 
all sup strains with that of the WT strain (Fig 5C). We identified the set of genes that show a 
change between the primary deletion and the WT strain but not with any sup strain. All genes in 
this set exhibit R-AE, since the transcription rates of the adaptively evolved strains are in each 
case statistically indistinguishable from the WT strain. Meanwhile, genes demonstrating C-AE are 
contained in the set of genes that show differences between the WT expression level and that of 
all sup strains. 
 We used Gene Change Score (GCS) to more easily represent both R-AE and C-AE 
responses (as described in Fig 5). The GCS is a sum of Boolean variables P + Q + R + S + T + 
U, where each variable is 1 if true and 0 if false. The variables are defined as follows: P indicates 
whether the gene expression change resulting from the gene deletion is statistically significant; Q 
indicates whether the log fold change resulting from the gene deletion is larger than threshold; R 
indicates whether the gene expression change resulting from the adaptive evolution is statistically 
significant; S indicates whether the log fold change resulting from the adaptive evolution is larger 
than threshold; T indicates whether the log fold changes have equal magnitude and opposite 
signs; and U indicates whether the log fold changes have the same sign and the post-adaptation 
expression level is statistically significantly different from the WT expression level. Noting that 
only one of T or U can be true, the GCS is divided by 5 to normalize scores to be between zero 
and one. To highlight the difference between restorative and compensatory changes, the GCS is 
defined to be positive if the log fold changes are opposite in sign and negative otherwise. 
To reduce sensitivity of the GCS to the specific threshold values, we calculated the scores 
from thresholds in a 5-by-5 grid of log2 fold change versus statistical significance (p-value). The 
grid is spaced evenly on the interval of the 95th–99th percentiles for both fold change and statistical 
significance (the percentiles are recalculated in for each initial deletion strain), and we averaged 
the scores over these 25 threshold combinations. Since C-AE and R-AE are mutually exclusive, 
we represented all scores on the same axis in Fig 6A by making the C-AE scores negative and 
R-AE scores positive with non-significant changes being scored as zero. 
 
Computational modeling 
Quantifying transcriptional responses to deletions and sup mutations. The RNA-
sequencing data provided a snapshot of cellular transcription before and after the processes of 
gene deletion and adaptive evolution. In both cases, the transcriptional response was calculated 
by taking the difference between the final state (either deletion strain or evolved strain) and the 
initial state (WT strain or deletion strain, respectively) for each replicate, and then averaging over 
all replicates. The hypothetical transcriptional states—corresponding to implementing the sup 
mutations in primary deletion backgrounds different from the one in which they were selected (Fig 
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8)—were constructed by adding the average response to the measured transcriptional state of 
each primary deletion. 
 
Data used to map gene expression to growth rate.  We calculated growth rates from genome-
wide gene expression levels using a data-driven, non-parametric mapping. Our central 
assumption in this mapping is that gene expression uniquely determines growth rate. This 
mapping was devised using the large collection of gene expression data with associated growth 
rate measurements for E. coli K12 in [59], which includes 589 genome-wide measurements 
across a variety of conditions. We added our 57 RNA-sequencing measurements (19 different 
conditions with three replicates each) resulting in a total of m = 646 gene expression experiments 
with associated growth rate. To accurately measure transcriptional correlations between genes, 
along with these 646 datasets, we included 1,607 additional gene expression profiles cataloged 
in [59] for which no growth rate is available, for a total of N = 2,253 expression profiles. We note 
that we included growth rate data from a variety of conditions beyond defined media for two 
reasons: The first was to incorporate as many growth rate measurements as possible since 
growth measurements with associated growth rates are relatively rare. The second was to help 
resolve gene-gene correlations. As we will show, it is these correlations that allow us to represent 
the high-dimensional transcriptomic data in a low-dimensional representation.  
 
Estimation of eigengenes. To quantitatively characterize the correlations between genes, we 
constructed eigengenes [94]. First, we calculated all pairwise (Pearson) correlations between 
genes using the N = 2,253 expression profiles, which were quantile-normalized [95] to make the 
datasets comparable.  The number of genes common to all expression profiles in our data is G = 
3,969, resulting in a 3,969 x 3,969 correlation matrix, which has N nonzero eigenvalues. We 
decomposed this matrix using singular value decomposition to calculate the eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors. Each nonzero eigenvalue quantifies the amount of variance along its associated 
eigenvector, which together reduce the dimension of the space from G to N. The eigenvectors are 
themselves linear combinations of genes that define how related one gene’s expression is to 
another across the database. We identify the eigenvectors obtained through this process with the 
concept of eigengenes put forward in [94]. 
 
Growth rate prediction from eigengenes. Using the m = 646 expression profiles with associated 
growth rate, we performed k-nearest-neighbors (KNN) regression [60, 61]. Figure 7A illustrates 
the idea behind KNN regression: each gene expression profile is expressed in terms of 
eigengenes by projecting the corresponding vector of gene expression onto the eigengenes 
derived above. To predict an unknown growth rate (!"# ) associated with an expression profile (g0 
= (g(1), g(2), …, g(N))), we calculated the (Euclidean) distance-weighted average of the growth rates 
associated with the most similar gene expression profiles in our dataset. We define k to be a fixed 
number of neighbors (k = 8 in our simulations), $ to denote the set of k expression profiles with 
the smallest distance to g0, i and j to be indices over $, and gi and fi to be the known ith-neighbor 
gene expression and growth rate, respectively. The weight, wi, associated with the distance to the 
ith neighbor, is 
 %& = 	 ‖*& − *,‖-.∑ 0*1 − *,0-.1∈$ .	 (1) 
Using these wi, the growth rate !"#  was estimated as !"# = ∑ %&&∈$ !&. We note that our results are 
not sensitive to the number of neighbors k in our model. 
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Prediction criterion for model selection. The estimated growth rate accuracy was assessed 
through stratified five-fold cross-validation, in which we divided the data into representative fifths 
based on growth rate (called folds). Four folds of the data were then used to predict the growth 
rate of the remaining fold. The prediction was performed with each fold left out so that every 
experiment had a measured and predicted growth rate. The residual error was scored by the sum 
of squared errors between the predicted and actual values of the growth rate: 
 4 = 	50!6& − !&0.7&89 ,	 (2) 
where i is an index over the set of all m = 646 experiments. Accurate models are characterized 
by small values of r, providing a measure for comparing models. 
 
Accounting for noise in gene expression. Eigengenes associated with small eigenvalues 
exhibit large sensitivity to noise, whereas those associated with large eigenvalues exhibit almost 
none. We accounted for this by simulating noisy data based on σ2 = µ(1 + β) + αµ2, where σ is 
the measured variance in the expression of a gene, µ is the measured mean expression of a 
gene, and α and β are hyper-parameters estimated through the DESeq software [96] (α = 0.217 
± 0.004 and β = 0.539 ± 0.040). Taking the sample mean value for each gene to be an estimate 
of µ, we calculated σ and simulated pseudo-measurements drawn from a Gaussian distribution. 
The pseudo-measurements were created for each gene in the profile and projected onto the 
eigengenes resulting in pseudo-profiles. A total of 4m such pseudo-profiles were included in the 
cross-validation scheme described above. 
 
Addition of zero-growth pseudo-counts. While naive KNN regression performs better when 
interpolating within the range of data than when extrapolating beyond it, properly assigning zero-
growth rate to non-physical expression states (negative or unrealistically large expression) 
improves extrapolation. Specifically, we augmented our training set with zero-growth non-physical 
expression states (called pseudo-counts). These pseudo-counts were chosen from a spherical 
shell around the center of mass ḡ of the observed expression levels,  
 *; = 	 1=5*17189 ,	 (3) 
where the radius of the shell was taken to be > = 	 max9B&,1B70*& − *10..	 To generate the gene 
expression of the pseudo-counts, we randomly selected m(m–1)/16 distinct pairs of 
measurements gi and gj, and took as pseudo-counts the points on the spherical shell at the 
intersection with the line connecting them. 
 
Selection of eigengenes that best predict growth. We note that the distribution of eigenvalues 
spans many orders of magnitude, with most of the variance being captured by a small minority of 
eigengenes. This observation suggests that growth rate can be predicted both accurately and 
robustly using only a few eigengenes. We use the term n-eigengene model to refer to a KNN 
model in which the predictions are based on a fixed set of n eigengenes. Finding the best set of 
eigengenes would in principle require the testing of all ∑ C! [(C − G)! (G)!]⁄KL89  combinations of 
eigengenes, which is computationally impractical. To circumvent this difficulty, starting with all n-
eigengene models for n = 1, we adopted a forward selection heuristic [97] in which: 1) we cross-
validated the constructed set of n-eigengene models and selected the best; 2) we constructed all 
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(n+1)-eigengene models formed by pairing the best n-eigengene model with each of the remaining 
eigengenes; 3) increasing n by 1 at each iteration, we repeated 1) and 2) until the accuracy stops 
improving sufficiently to justify the addition of another eigengene. As more eigengenes are added 
in the procedure above, prediction of the growth rate improves in tandem with the risk of 
overfitting. The accuracy was balanced against overfitting by comparing the marginal 
improvement of the best n-eigengene model over the best (n–1)-eigengene model with the 
number of unoccupied bins in the gene expression space. Specifically, the gene expression 
profiles were divided evenly into Nf = 13 bins according to their growth rates, and then further 
divided into decile bins according to the projection along each of the n eigengenes in the model 
(unless this resulted in neighboring deciles separated by less than 10% of their mean projection, 
in which case the bins were merged). We define Ni to be the number of bins for the ith eigengene 
in the model and No to be the number bins (out of the total of up to 10n x Nf bins) that are occupied 
by at least one of the m expression profiles. To find the smallest set of eigengenes that effectively 
predict growth rate, we minimized  
 argminL 4(G) − QR(G),  (4) 
where r is as in Eq (2), R = 	2 lnCU −	 lnCV −	∑ lnC&LW9&89  is the log-occupation ratio, and λ is a 
regularization parameter set to be 0.1 (and we tested that the results are not sensitive to this 
choice). For our data, this minimization resulted in n = 9 eigengenes, which is a significant 
reduction from the total of 2,253 eigengenes associated with the 3,969 common genes in our 
database. 
 
Out-of-sample cross-validation of growth rate as a function of the training data. In the 
validation presented in Fig 7C, the 2,198 experiments curated in [59] were augmented with data 
systematically gathered from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database for keywords 
“growth rate” and “Escherichia coli” (access date: Nov. 14, 2017). The selected experiments are 
cataloged in S4 Table, where [59] indicates the data used to build the model in that reference. We 
selected experiments that measured absolute transcription levels and growth rate, including 
recent RNA-Seq experiments [64], but excluded two-channel experiments and experiments 
conducted before 2014 (as they would have been included in [59] dataset). After gathering the 
data, growth rates were obtained from the associated publications, either by interpolating growth 
rates from the figures or taking them directly from a table in the paper materials. If the processed 
gene expression data was reported in the paper we used that, otherwise we downloaded the data 
from the GEO series page.  
 The datasets were then filtered according to the number of genes they shared with our 
starting dataset ([59]). The GEO series were ordered by the shared number of genes shared and 
selected the series that shared the greatest number of genes. Then, the set of shared genes was 
updated. The process of ordering series by the number of shared genes, selecting the series that 
shared the most genes, and updating the shared gene set was repeated until all series were 
included. To contextualize the accuracy of the KNN analysis, the four datasets described in S4 
Table were subjected to the KNN analysis. The prediction accuracy of our growth rate data was 
quantified by the coefficient of determination (R2) as well as the number of experiments predicted 
within 25% and 10% of their measured growth rate. In addition to the out-of-sample prediction, 
we selected the replicates of one strain as a test set out, used the remaining data to train the KNN 
model, and again measured the number of experiments predicted within 25% and 10% of their 
measured growth rate. We note that including all data significantly diminishes the number of 
shared genes from 4,189 to 1,683, as indicated in S4 Table. For presentation in the main text, we 
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selected the largest number of experiments that shared more than half of the genes in E. coli 
(Dataset D2 in S4 Table).  
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Tables and Figures 
 
Table 1. Mapped genetic changes in 12 Fast strains evolved from wild type and 16 sup 
strains evolved from mutant backgrounds. 
Strain 
Reference 
Sequence 
Location Mutation 
Coding / non-
coding change(s) 
a Locus ID 
Strains evolved from WT parent 
Fast_1a 4,176,719 G > A  rpoC(R481H) BW25113_3988 
Fast_1b 1,749,977 G > A pykF(C8Y) BW25113_1676 
Fast_2a 1,750,065 ∆T pykF(H37fs) BW25113_1676 
Fast_2b 1,750,065 ∆T pykF(H37fs) BW25113_1676 
608,104 G > T fepA(-154) / fes(-89)  BW25113_0584-5  
Fast_3a & 3b 1,759,946 IS5(+) pykF(-3::IS5) BW25113_1676 
Fast_4a & 4b 4,174,281 A > C rpoB(T1037P) BW25113_3987 
Fast_5a 1,750,309 IS5(+) pykF(V119::IS5) BW25113_1676 
647,643 G > T citC(-218) / citA(-161) BW25113_0618-9  
Fast_5b 1,750,309 IS5(+) pykF(V119::IS5) BW25113_1676 
Fast_6a 4,178,881 G > A rpoC(E1202K) BW25113_3988 
Fast_6b 4,178,881 G > A rpoC(E1202K) BW25113_3988 
2,471,573 C > T dsdX(S83F) BW25113_2365 
Strains evolved from mutant parents 
∆zwf sup1 * b 4,178,209 C > A  rpoC(R978S) BW25113_3988 
1,301,660 IS5(+) clsA(L414::IS5) BW25113_1249 
∆zwf sup2 4,171,264 A > G  rpoB(Q31R) BW25113_3987 
766,917 IS5(+) cydA(L2::IS5) BW25113_0733 
∆zwf sup3 1,107,358 C > T  opgH(A347V) BW25113_1049 
4,172,719 A > G  rpoB(D516G) BW25113_3987 
∆zwf sup4 155,376 C > T  pcnB(D80N) BW25113_0143 
4,172,719 A > G  rpoB(D516G) BW25113_3987 
∆ppk sup1  4,178,896 (TAGAACGTG)1→2 rpoC(G1207VERG) BW25113_3988 
∆ppk sup2  4,178,210 G > C rpoC(R978P) BW25113_3988 
∆ppk sup3  4,173,134 C > G rpoB(D654E) BW25113_3987 
∆dapF sup1  4,174,048 A > G  rpoB(D959G) BW25113_3987 
928,451 C > A  lrp(T134N) BW25113_0889 
∆dapF sup2 4,173,309 G > T rpoB(G713C) BW25113_3987 
928,451 C > A lrp(T134N) BW25113_0889 
∆dapF sup3  3,809,168 ∆A pyrE(–40)  BW25113_3642 
928,332 T > G  lrp(N94K) BW25113_0889 
∆entC sup1  1,750,786 A > C pykF(T278P) BW25113_1676 
2,374,180 G > A menF(–58) BW25113_2265 
∆entC sup2  2,374,177 G > A menF(–55) BW25113_2265 
4,172,731 C > T rpoB(P520L) BW25113_3987 
2,374,180 G > A  menF(–58) BW25113_2265 
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∆entC sup3  4,178,500 C > T rpoC(R1075C) BW25113_3988 
∆dgk sup1  4,178,500 C > T rpoC(R1075C) BW25113_3988 
∆dgk sup2  4,172,748 C > T  rpoB(H526Y) BW25113_3987 
∆dgk sup3  3,310,740 A > T nusA(I49N) BW25113_3169 
 
* RNA sequencing was performed on sup strains labeled with shaded background. 
a Mutations in non-coding regions are annotated by the position upstream of the start codon(s) 
of adjacent genes.   
b RNA from two independent colonies of the ∆zwf-sup1 strain was sequenced to verify 
transcriptional similarity between biological replicates. 
IS5 is a transposable insertion sequence. 
 
Table 2. Structural features of RNAP corresponding to sup mutations. 
RNAP 
comp
onent 
Residue/ 
substitution 
(strain) 
Region of RNAP 
structure 
Structural features or known 
mutant phenotypes 
Refere
nces 
β D959G 
(∆dapF sup1) 
Lineage-specific βi9 
region, adjacent to the 
β flap 
D959 forms a conserved salt 
bridge with K1032 
[31] 
D516G 
(∆zwf sup3 & 
sup4) 
Residues are at the 
rifampicin binding site, 
near the DNA/RNA 
hybrid in the active site 
Mutation of D516 is reported to 
increase RNAP slippage; 
mutations at D516 and H526 are 
associated with rifamycin 
resistance 
 
[32-36]  
H526Y 
(∆dgk sup2) 
G713C 
(∆dapF sup2) 
Proximal to the active 
site 
Mutation at nearby residue D711 is 
associated with increased fitness 
in stationary phase culture 
[37] 
P520L 
(∆entC sup2) 
Proximal to the active 
site 
This substitution may change 
orientation of D516 and H526 
 
Q31R 
(∆zwf sup2) 
Residue makes 
contacts with the H526 
helix  
Substitution may clash with H526 
helix 
 
D654E 
(∆ppk sup3) 
Proximal to region 
involved in polymerase 
interaction with CBR 
antimicrobials 
 [38, 39] 
T1037P  
(Fast 4a & 
4b) 
   
βʹ R1075C 
(∆entC sup3; 
∆dgk sup1) 
βʹi6 region, next to the 
βʹ jaw region 
Mutations in this region can affect 
transcript cleavage, pausing, and 
elongation 
[5, 31, 
40] 
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R978P/S 
(∆zwf sup1; 
∆ppk sup2) 
G1207VERG 
(∆ppk sup1) 
βʹ jaw region 
 
May alter the kinetics of elongation 
and decrease transcriptional 
pausing; mutation at this site has 
been associated with fast growth in 
defined medium 
[5] 
E1202K 
(Fast 6a & 
6b) 
R481H  
(Fast 1a) 
Proximal to ppGpp 
binding site 
ppGpp modulates the properties of 
RNAP in responses to change in 
nutrients, and can control growth 
rate.    
[41]  
NusA I49D 
(∆dgk sup3) 
N-terminal RNAP 
binding region; binds at 
RNA exit channel 
 [42] 
Table 3. Mutation combinations with synthetic rescue features  
Class Starting 
Strain 
Deleterious 
Mutation(s) 
Rescue Mutation(s) a Growth  
Media 
Forward 
synthetic 
rescues 
(S1C Fig) 
BW25113 ∆dapF 4,174,048 A > G;  
928,451 C > A 
LB 
 ∆dapF 4,173,309 G > T;  
928,451 C > A 
LB 
 ∆zwf 4,178,209 C > A; ; 
1,301,660 IS5(+) 
LB 
Reverse 
synthetic 
rescues 
(S1F Fig) 
b 
∆dapF-sup2 4,173,309 T > G;  
928,451 A > C 
Restore dapF M9G 
∆dgk-sup1 
 
4,178,500 T > C Restore dgk M9G 
∆dgk-sup2 
 
4,172,748 T > C Restore dgk M9G 
∆entC-sup3 
 
2,374,180 A > G; 
4,178,500 T > C 
Restore entC M9G 
a All rescue mutations are neutral or deleterious in the starting strain background.  
b Mutations are applied in the reverse order from which they occurred in our experiments. 
  
Strains harboring one of five deletions ( zwf, dapF, dgk, entC, or ppk) were suspended in M9 
supplemented with 0.4% (w/v) of glucose (M9G) in triplicate. The deletion strains were allowed to grow 
at 37º C with shaking for 12 hours, at which point they were diluted to OD600 = 0.01. Adaptive 
evolution proceeded in this manner for 21–28 days (216–611 generations). At the end of this AE 
period, the culture was plated, colonies were recovered and resuspended in liquid media, and log-
phase growth rates were measured, identifying sup strains. The genetic lesions associated with 
rescued growth were identified by whole genome sequencing (WGS).
Fig 1. Experimental approach to isolate and map rescue (sup) strains.
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Fig 2. Growth rates of all E. coli strains assayed in M9G.
(A) The colored bars indicate the mean growth rates for the WT strain (blue), five primary deletion 
strains (WT + ; pink), 16 fast-growth sup strains (WT +  + AE; orange), and the same 16 sup strains 
with the respective primary deletion knocked in (WT + AE; green). Each point marks the growth rate of 
an independent culture (6 replicates for each mutant strain, sup strain, and sup knock-in strain; 30 
replicates for the WT strain). (B) Growth rates of fast-growing adaptively evolved strains derived from 
a wild-type background presented as in (A). Fast strains are colored according to mutation class: 
strains with rpoB or rpoC mutations (dark orange) or with pykF mutations (light orange).  Points 
represent 4 independent replicates for each strain. In (A) and (B), the error bars represent the 
standard deviation over all replicates. All growth rates are normalizedby that of the WT strain in M9G.
Fig 3. Model of the E. coli RNA polymerase core enzyme complexed with NusA. 
The relative positions of RNAP sup mutations identified in our adaptively evolved sup strains (selected 
in M9G), and listed in Table 2 are marked on the polymerase model. sup mutations in the - and ’ 
subunits are color coded yellow and orange, respectively. Polymerase is colored blue; NusA is colored 
green. DNA is shown in black, and nascent RNA in red. Incoming NTPs are also labeled in red.
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Fig 4. Growth rates of all E. coli strains assayed in LB.
(A and B) Strains and notation are the same as Fig 2, with the sup strains and Fast strains selected by 
AE in M9G before assaying growth in LB. Growth rates are normalized to the WT strain in LB.
Fig 5. Restorative versus compensatory adaptive transcriptional responses to a deletion. 
(A) Illustration of the expression of a gene for the WT strain, the deletion strain, and the adaptively 
evolved (AE) strain for the two possible transcriptional responses: restorative adaptive evolution (R-
AE), in which AE restores expression to that of the WT strain, and compensatory adaptive evolution 
(C-AE), in which the resulting expression is distinct from that of the WT strain. This classification 
applies to all genes whose expression is significantly perturbed by the gene deletion and/or the AE. (B, 
C) Venn diagrams indicating the sets of R-AE (green) and C-AE (yellow) genes. The diagram 
compares gene expression in the WT strain with that of the primary deletion and associated evolved 
strains, where each circle represents the set of genes exhibiting changes between the pair of strains 
marked next to it. In (B), all comparisons are for a single run of adaptive evolution and indicate the R-
AE and C-AE genes for the resulting sup strain. In (C), comparisons are shown for two runs of AE, and 
the shaded regions mark genes that undergo R-AE and C-AE for both sup strains.
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Fig 6. Evaluation of the compensatory and restorative responses to each gene deletion. 
(A) Histogram of the Gene Change Score (GCS) exhibiting compensatory (negative) and restorative 
(positive) transcriptional changes for each sup strain (marked by different lines). Each case clearly 
shows a bias toward positive (restorative) changes. (B) List of genes exhibiting the strongest 
responses (GCS > 0.4 or < –0.2) across all sup strains associated with each deletion strain. Genes 
marked by an asterisk are discussed in more detail in the text.
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Fig 7. Description and validation of the k-nearest neighbors (KNN) model.
(A) Illustration of our KNN model for estimating the (unknown, indicated by the question mark) growth 
rate associated with a given expression profile from the known growth rates for different expression 
profiles in its neighborhood. Circle centers and sizes indicate gene expression profiles (gi) and growth 
rate (fi), respectively. (B) Validation of the KNN model using the gene expression data from all 19 
strains for which we measured both gene expression and growth rate in triplicate (underlined strains in 
Table 1). The KNN analysis was trained on a dataset comprising (i) the data curated in [59], (ii) our 
transcripomic and growth rate data, and (iii) randomly generated pseudo-profiles (see Materials and 
Methods for details) for a total of 11,275 datapoints. The dataset was partitioned into fifths that 
preserved the growth rate distribution and each combination of four fifths was used to train a KNN 
model that predicted the growth rate of the left-out fifth. For comparison with (C) only predictions 
regarding our transcriptomic growth data are retained. The figure shows good agreement between the 
resulting predicted growth rates and the experimentally measured growth rates (R2 = 0.84, p-value < 
10 38), where the line of perfect agreement (dashed), 10% error (dark grey) and 25% error (light grey) 
are included as a reference. (C) Prediction of our measured growth rates by the KNN analysis when 
trained on publicly available data only. Results are presented for Dataset D2 in S4 Table (R2 = 0.11, p-
value < 0.015). Colors and dashed line have the same meaning as in (B). The accuracy in (C) is lower 
than in (B) because, with only a limited number of experiments to use for training, outlier 
transcriptional states remain under-sampled making it hard to resolve the growth rate of these states.
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Fig 8. Predicted growth effects of sup mutations in all alternative deletion backgrounds. 
(A) Predicted growth rates for expression profiles constructed by adding each of n = 3 replicate of the 
primary deletion (right color code) to each mutational transcriptional response (color coded at the 
bottom by the primary deletion). Dashed lines indicate the measured growth rates of the deletion 
strains. Note that points in the highlighted diagonal blocks lie above the dashed lines indicating the 
consistency with which mutations rescue growth in the primary deletion background in which they 
were selected. (B) Mean predicted percent increase over the growth rate of the measured deletion 
strain (right color code) when the mutational transcriptional response (bottom color code) is added. 
The dashed line demarcates the boundary between beneficial and deleterious mutational effects. Error 
bars standard error of the mean over the replicates, and each starting strain is shifted horizontally by 
the width of a dot for visibility.
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Supplemental Information 
 
Tables and Figures 
S1 Table. Specific growth rate and genetic selection information for E. coli strains grown 
on M9G. Data are reported for E. coli BW25113 (WT); five primary mutant strains (∆zwf, ∆ppk, 
∆dapF, ∆entC, and ∆dgk); 16 independent sup strains (which rescue slow growth of metabolic 
mutants); 16 independent knock-in strains in which the primary mutation was restored to the WT 
allele (noted in table as ‘restore’); and 12 Fast strains evolved from WT paired with a repeat of 
wild-type from paired growth experiments. 
Strain Mean 
population 
growth rate  
(1/h ± SD)  
Estimated total 
doublings 
(range) 
Final fitness 
(WT = 1.00) 
Number of 
serial 
transfers 
E. coli K-12 BW25113 0.62 ± 0.03 NA 1.00 NA 
E. coli ∆zwf 0.57 ± 0.03 NA 0.91 NA 
E. coli ∆zwf sup1 0.73 ± 0.01 265–510 1.18 56 
E. coli ∆zwf sup2 0.72 ± 0.02 265–341 1.16 56 
E. coli ∆zwf sup3 0.70 ± 0.02 265–498 1.13 56 
E. coli ∆zwf sup4 0.74 ± 0.02 265–497 1.20 56 
zwf restore-sup1 0.71 ± 0.01 NA 1.15 NA 
zwf restore-sup2 0.70 ± 0.02 NA 1.12 NA 
zwf restore-sup3 0.69 ± 0.03 NA 1.11 NA 
zwf restore-sup4 0.75 ± 0.01 NA 1.21 NA 
E. coli ∆ppk 0.61 ± 0.02 NA 0.99 NA 
E. coli ∆ppk sup1 0.76 ± 0.01 334–590 1.23 56 
E. coli ∆ppk sup2 0.77 ± 0.01 334–586 1.24 56 
E. coli ∆ppk sup3 0.75 ± 0.01 334–562 1.21 56 
ppk restore-sup1 0.76 ± 0.01 NA 1.23 NA 
ppk restore-sup2 0.76 ± 0.01 NA 1.23 NA 
ppk restore-sup3 0.74 ± 0.02 NA 1.20 NA 
E. coli ∆dapF 0.19 ± 0.03 NA 0.31 NA 
E. coli ∆dapF sup1 0.66 ± 0.02 216–482 1.06 56 
E. coli ∆dapF sup2 0.64 ± 0.03 216–494 1.04 56 
E. coli ∆dapF sup3 0.66 ± 0.02 216–497 1.06 56 
dapF restore-sup1 0.74 ± 0.03 NA 1.19 NA 
dapF restore-sup2 0.68 ± 0.02 NA 1.10 NA 
dapF restore-sup3 0.76 ± 0.02 NA 1.22 NA 
E. coli ∆entC 0.29 ± 0.04 NA 0.47 NA 
E. coli ∆entC sup1 0.70 ± 0.02 232–478 1.13 42 
E. coli ∆entC sup2 0.78 ± 0.01 232–534 1.26 42 
E. coli ∆entC sup3 0.83 ± 0.02 232–468 1.33 42 
entC restore-sup1 0.76 ± 0.02 NA 1.23 NA 
entC restore-sup2 0.85 ± 0.02 NA 1.37 NA 
entC restore-sup3 0.86 ± 0.02 NA 1.39 NA 
E. coli ∆dgk 0.60 ± 0.01 NA 0.96 NA 
E. coli ∆dgk sup1 0.83 ± 0.03 452–594 1.34 42 
E. coli ∆dgk sup2 0.82 ± 0.02 452–611 1.32 42 
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E. coli ∆dgk sup3 0.77 ± 0.02 452–587 1.24 42 
dgk restore-sup1 0.86 ± 0.01 NA 1.38 NA 
dgk restore-sup2 0.86 ± 0.01 NA 1.38 NA 
dgk restore-sup3 0.82 ± 0.01 NA 1.32 NA 
     
E. coli K-12 BW25113 0.60 ± 0.01 NA 1.00 NA 
Fast_1a 0.78 ± 0.02 160-240 1.30 24 
Fast_1b 0.78 ± 0.02 160-240 1.29 24 
Fast_2a 0.76 ± 0.003 160-240 1.27 24 
Fast_2b 0.75 ± 0.02 160-240 1.25 24 
Fast_3a 0.77 ± 0.03 160-240 1.29 24 
Fast_3b 0.78 ± 0.02 160-240 1.30 24 
Fast_4a 0.83 ± 0.04 160-240 1.38 24 
Fast_4b 0.86 ± 0.02 160-240 1.43 24 
Fast_5a 0.77 ± 0.03 160-240 1.28 24 
Fast_5b 0.76 ± 0.03 160-240 1.27 24 
Fast_6a 0.90 ± 0.02 160-240 1.49 24 
Fast_6b 0.87 ± 0.03 160-240 1.45 24 
 
S2 Table. LB-cultivated growth rate data. Specific growth rate (in 1/h) is reported for the strains 
enumerated in S1 Table cultivated in LB. 
Strain Mean population 
growth rate  
(1/h ± SD)  
Final fitness  
(wild type = 1.00) 
E. coli K-12 BW25113 1.64 ± 0.08 1.00 
E. coli ∆zwf 1.12 ± 0.02 0.68 
E. coli ∆zwf sup1 1.21 ± 0.04 0.74 
E. coli ∆zwf sup2 0.92 ± 0.03 0.56 
E. coli ∆zwf sup3 1.18 ± 0.05 0.72 
E. coli ∆zwf sup4 1.15 ± 0.07 0.70 
zwf restore-sup1 1.52 ± 0.10 0.93 
zwf restore-sup2 0.90 ± 0.05 0.55 
zwf restore-sup3 1.62 ± 0.03 0.99 
zwf restore-sup4 1.60 ± 0.08 0.98 
E. coli ∆ppk 1.64 ± 0.06 1.00 
E. coli ∆ppk sup1 1.49 ± 0.05 0.91 
E. coli ∆ppk sup2 1.55 ± 0.03 0.95 
E. coli ∆ppk sup3 1.53 ± 0.08 0.93 
ppk restore-sup1 1.55 ± 0.06 0.95 
ppk restore-sup2 1.54 ± 0.04 0.94 
ppk restore-sup3 1.51 ± 0.10 0.92 
E. coli ∆dapF 0.95 ± 0.07 0.58 
E. coli ∆dapF sup1 1.17 ± 0.06 0.71 
E. coli ∆dapF sup2 1.19 ± 0.06 0.73 
E. coli ∆dapF sup3 1.04 ± 0.05 0.63 
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dapF restore-sup1 1.13 ± 0.06 0.69 
dapF restore-sup2 1.13 ± 0.03 0.69 
dapF restore-sup3 1.04 ± 0.07 0.63 
E. coli ∆entC 1.67 ± 0.07 1.02 
E. coli ∆entC sup1 1.56 ± 0.10 0.95 
E. coli ∆entC sup2 1.74 ± 0.08 1.06 
E. coli ∆entC sup3 1.63 ± 0.08 0.99 
entC restore-sup1 1.58 ± 0.03 0.96 
entC restore-sup2 1.79 ± 0.05 1.09 
entC restore-sup3 1.70 ± 0.08 1.04 
E. coli ∆dgk 1.61 ± 0.05 0.98 
E. coli ∆dgk sup1 1.50 ± 0.06 0.91 
E. coli ∆dgk sup2 1.43 ± 0.07 0.87 
E. coli ∆dgk sup3 1.66 ± 0.05 1.01 
dgk restore-sup1 1.56 ± 0.07 0.95 
dgk restore-sup2 1.64 ± 0.10 1.00 
dgk restore-sup3 1.77 ± 0.02 1.08 
   
E. coli K-12 BW25113 1.85 ± 0.05 1.00 
Fast_1a 1.70 ± 0.03 0.92 
Fast_1b 1.72 ± 0.07 0.93 
Fast_2a 1.68 ± 0.10 0.91 
Fast_2b 1.71 ± 0.08 0.93 
Fast_3a 1.73 ± 0.04 0.94 
Fast_3b 1.71 ± 0.10 0.93 
Fast_4a 1.89 ± 0.08 1.02 
Fast_4b 1.85 ± 0.12 1.00 
Fast_5a 1.76 ± 0.09 0.95 
Fast_5b 1.78 ± 0.08 0.96 
Fast_6a 1.37 ± 0.04 0.74 
Fast_6b 1.35 ± 0.03 0.73 
 
S3 Table. List of RNA-seq studies in E. coli ∆hns or ∆rpoS in that were used in S2 Fig. 
These data were obtained by searching the NCBI SRA database for “hns” and “rpoS” on January 
30, 2018. Reads were aligned to E. coli MG1655 (NC_000913) using Rockhopper [98]. The list 
presents only experiments that successfully aligned reads to the genome. The “Run Number” 
corresponds to the sequencing run number in the NCBI Sequencing Read Archive (SRA) 
database. The “Figure Label” is the label in S2 Fig associated with each run. The “Project Number” 
indicates whether runs were part of the same project in the SRA database. The GEO Accession 
is the cross-referenced identifier in the GEO database. The WT Runs are the sequencing runs 
against which fold change was measured. Their associated GEO Accessions are in the WT GEO 
Accession column. 
Run Number Figure Label Project No. GEO GSM ID WT Runs WT GEO ID 
ERR1450560 MG1655 ∆hns 1 in LB ERP016032 
 
ERR1450564, 
ERR1450566 
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ERR1450562 MG1655 ∆hns 1 in LB ERP016032 
 
ERR1450564, 
ERR1450566 
 
SRR1449308 MG1655 ∆hns ∆stpA 1 in 
LB 
SRP043518 
 
SRR1449306, 
SRR1449307 
 
SRR1449309 MG1655 ∆hns ∆stpA 1 in 
LB 
SRP043518 
 
SRR1449306, 
SRR1449307 
 
SRR2637697 EDL933 ∆hns in LB SRP064749 GSM1906889 SRR2637695, 
SRR2637696 
GSM1906887, 
GSM1906888 
SRR2637698 EDL933 ∆hns in LB SRP064749 GSM1906890 SRR2637695, 
SRR2637696 
GSM1906887, 
GSM1906888 
SRR546799 MG1655 ∆hns 2 in LB SRP015118 GSM991202 SRR546813, 
SRR546814 
GSM991216, 
GSM991217 
SRR546800 MG1655 ∆hns 2 in LB SRP015118 GSM991203 SRR546813, 
SRR546814 
GSM991216, 
GSM991217 
SRR546807 MG1655 ∆hns ∆stpA 2 in 
LB 
SRP015118 GSM991210 SRR546813, 
SRR546814 
GSM991216, 
GSM991217 
SRR546808 MG1655 ∆hns ∆stpA 2 in 
LB 
SRP015118 GSM991211 SRR546813, 
SRR546814 
GSM991216, 
GSM991217 
SRR2932645 MG1655 ∆rpoS EE SRP065958 GSM1933962 SRR2932637, 
SRR2932638 
GSM1933954, 
GSM1933955 
SRR2932646 MG1655 ∆rpoS EE SRP065958 GSM1933963 SRR2932637, 
SRR2932638 
GSM1933954, 
GSM1933955 
SRR2932655 MG1655 ∆rpoS ME SRP065958 GSM1933972 SRR2932647, 
SRR2932648 
GSM1933964, 
GSM1933965 
SRR2932656 MG1655 ∆rpoS ME SRP065958 GSM1933973 SRR2932647, 
SRR2932648 
GSM1933964, 
GSM1933965 
SRR2932665 MG1655 ∆rpoS TS SRP065958 GSM1933982 SRR2932657, 
SRR2932658 
GSM1933974, 
GSM1933975 
SRR2932666 MG1655 ∆rpoS TS SRP065958 GSM1933983 SRR2932657, 
SRR2932658 
GSM1933974, 
GSM1933975 
SRR2932675 MG1655 ∆rpoS S SRP065958 GSM1933992 SRR2932667, 
SRR2932668 
GSM1933984, 
GSM1933985 
SRR2932676 MG1655 ∆rpoS S SRP065958 GSM1933993 SRR2932667, 
SRR2932668 
GSM1933984, 
GSM1933985 
SRR2932685 MG1655 ∆rpoS LS SRP065958 GSM1934002 SRR2932677, 
SRR2932678 
GSM1933994, 
GSM1933995 
SRR2932686 MG1655 ∆rpoS LS SRP065958 GSM1934003 SRR2932677, 
SRR2932678 
GSM1933994, 
GSM1933995 
SRR4416204 BW27786 26% rpoS in LB SRP091400 GSM2341963 SRR4416202, 
SRR4416205 
GSM2341961, 
GSM2341964 
SRR4416207 BW27786 26% rpoS in LB SRP091400 GSM2341966 SRR4416202, 
SRR4416205 
GSM2341961, 
GSM2341964 
SRR4416203 BW27786 ∆rpoS in LB SRP091400 GSM2341962 SRR4416202, 
SRR4416205 
GSM2341961, 
GSM2341964 
SRR4416206 BW27786 ∆rpoS in LB SRP091400 GSM2341965 SRR4416202, 
SRR4416205 
GSM2341961, 
GSM2341964 
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S4 Table. Description of datasets used in the out-of-sample KNN analysis and prediction 
performance of our measured growth rates using our RNA-Seq data as input. Tab “Training 
Data Description” defines the GEO Accession numbers composing each dataset listed in the 
column titled “Set Name”. Tab “Out of Sample Performance” lists summary predictive 
performance as measured by the coefficient of determination (R2) and the number of experiments 
predicted within either 25% or 10% accuracy. The size of the dataset used to measure correlations 
and train the model is detailed in the column “No. Experiments (with Growth)”. The final column 
lists the number of experiments predicted within the specified accuracy under the leave-one-
strain-out model. 
Dataset Ref. 59 D1 D2 D3 
Added GEO 
Series Accession 
Numbers 
Ref. 59 Ref. 59 & 
{GSE5329, 
GSE59377, 
GSE61327, 
GSE97944} 
S1 & 
{GSE28412, 
GSE51581, 
GSE82343} 
S1 & {GSE28412, 
GSE51581, 
GSE49296, 
GSE59050, 
GSE78756} 
R2 0.06 0.09 0.11 0.13 
No. Experiments 
(w/ growth) 
2,198 
(589) 
2,266 (654) 2,302 (690) 2,395 (783) 
No. Shared 
Genes 
4,189 4,074 3,608 1,683 
No. Features 3 12 9 10 
No. Experiments 
predicted within 
25% (10%) 
0 (0) 30 (15) 35 (13) 0 (2) 
No. Experiments 
predicted within 
25% (10%) when 
using data from 
the present study, 
excluding 
replicates 
47 (20) 46 (28) 45 (28) 49 (28) 
 
S1 Fig. Experimental approach to identify synthetic rescue interactions. 
(A) Bar graph of fitness (i.e., growth rate) illustrating synthetic rescue epistasis in which a gene 
deletion ( ) is rescued by adaptively evolved sup mutations. The fitness of the WT strain (blue) 
decreases upon gene deletion (WT + , pink) and increases upon acquisition of sup mutations during 
adaptive evolution (AE) (WT +  + AE, orange). The impact of sup mutations acquired during AE on 
the WT strain (WT + AE, green) is neutral at best. (B) Order of the mutations in (A), where the WT + 
AE strain is constructed by restoring the primary gene deletion in the sup strain. (C) Mathematical 
conditions defining synthetic rescues, where F is the fitness of each genetic background. (D, E) A 
posteriori approach to identify synthetic rescue interactions, considering an alternative order of 
mutations. The initial strain is WT +  + AE; genetic perturbations are the restoration of the sup 
mutations acquired through AE (–AE) and the restoration of the primary gene deletion mutation (– ). 
(F) Counterpart of (C) for the alternative order in (D, E). Specific examples of synthetic rescues from 
our experiments are presented in Table 3 for both mutational orders.
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S2 Fig. Heatmap of RNA-Seq data for genes regulated by H-NS and σs.
Rows and columns correspond to genes and samples, respectively. Genes regulated by H-NS and s 
were selected based on [49], and filtered to remove ribosomal RNA genes and genes absent in strain 
BW25113. In particular, the hde and gad genes discussed in the text are highlighted in magenta. RNA-
sequencing experiments obtained from the NCBI SRA database are listed in S4 Table. Labels detailing 
strain and growth condition are color-coded for strains with hns (red), rpoS (gold), unmutated rpoBC 
(green), and mutant rpoBC (black). If not indicated otherwise, the strain genetic background is K12 
BW25113 and the growth condition is exponential phase in M9. The dendrograms indicate the 
relatedness of the transcriptional profiles as measured by the Ward metric. Transcriptional fold 
changes were measured against their corresponding WT sequencing runs, as indicated in S4 Table. 
Growth phase abbreviations: EE – Early Exponential; ME – Mid-Exponential; TS – Transition to 
Stationary; S – Stationary; LS – Late Stationary.
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